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Background and Motivations
Motivations for Method
Legislative Motivations
•
•

•

Swachh Bharat Mission aims to end open defecation in India by 2019, motivating studies for EDC in India
World Health Organization Sustainable Development Goals aim to end open defecation around the world by
2030

•
•
•

Previous research in small sanitation systems in developing communities focuses on one condition for
success of system at a time
There is a need for studies that look at condition combinations that can be generalized to more systems in
more locations
fsQCA allows for a case community to have a working sanitation system that community members do not
use
What combinations of conditions are important for successful sanitation systems?

Method
Data Collection
•

Data Organization
•

20 site locations in India, 10
successful and 10 failed systems
Data types:
•
Interviews (community
members, NGOs, Gov)

•

•

•

•

Photovoice interviews:
community member
provides photo with
explanation
Memorandums,
Drawings and
Handovers for systems
In-person inspections

Create condition definition matrix

Condition definition example from matrix.

•
•

Data Analysis
•

•

Condition: A factor to be studied for its potential
influence on system success in combination with
other factors
Input conditions into NVivo
Categorize collected
data into conditions

fsQCA method: Fuzzy set Qualitative Comparative Analysis, discovers
combinations of conditions that lead to success using set theory and fuzzy
logic
•
Allows for each case to be partially in or out of the set
(uniqueness of each system)
•
Conditions necessary to success (e.g., financial stability) are
defined as present after individual system knowledge
Steps:
•
Summarize conditions for each sanitation system
•
Calibrate fuzzy-set scores for conditions
•
Generate truth table
•
Iterative fs-QCA process and refining

Original Truth Table, all cases and all conditions.

Right: Iterations of fsQCA software.
Analysis of the truth table occurred iteratively, where
possible combinations of conditions were examined for
their consistency and coverage. Consistency allowed us
to determine how consistently a given combination
resulted in success; coverage reflected the percent of
successful cases explained by that combination. We used
these metrics to determine whether removing conditions
increased scores and resulted in better explanations or
reduced scores and resulted in incomplete explanations.

Condition Calibration Example.

Results and Discussion
Preliminary Results

Final Pathway, all conditions shown had necessity scores greater than 0.9.
Overall solution combination coverage of cases was close to 75% of all systems studied.
Overall solution combination consistency score of 1.
•
•
•

•
•
•

These six conditions were necessary and present in all successful sanitation systems
Further Iterations: Cases where government participation in planning was absent, community participation in operation and maintenance could overcome that to ensure the system would be successful and used.
•
This was also true in reverse
Necessity, Consistency and Coverage were used to determine condition or the combination of conditions set participation. Results presented had high numerical scores (close to 1) in each of these categories, denoting conditions that are necessary and in combination consistently cover the fuzzy outcome of success.
•
Necessity: How necessary a condition is to the fuzzy outcome of success. Necessity scores equal or greater to 0.9 indicate that nearly all instances of success show this condition is present.
•
Consistency: A numerical measure of how consistently the condition led to success. Consistency scores equal or greater to 0.8 show the condition or combination consistently leads to the desired outcome.
•
Coverage: A numerical percentage of successful sanitation systems covered by the condition. A numerical metric for generalizability.
For the Future: Iterations continue until all finalized findings are obtained.
This combination validates intuitive sense about infrastructure, and conditions shown in the combination often rely on each other. For example, Economic Stability and Construction Quality are closely tied in most systems, and a Skilled Operator will need a clear O&M plan. An intriguing finding is that community participation in
operation and maintenance doesn’t have to be present for the community to use the system, and neither does behavior change education for community members. However, these findings are purely the base case of absolute necessity, and many successful systems had these other conditions involving the community present. This
solution is the most generalizable, and future solutions will provide options for pathways that stakeholders can take to ensure successful sanitation systems are built in the future.
Allows for flexibility in system planning and operation by government agencies, NGOs and communities in global development settings.
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